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What sways moms when it comes to healthcare choices?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IMPLICATIONS

Hospitals and healthcare providers must prepare to serve this growing demographic and their 
unique expectations, both from patient satisfaction and patient choice standpoints.

INSIGHT 2

What older generations may not have considered as needs, or even nice-to-haves, are rapidly 
being considered table stakes by a hyper-consumerized younger audience.

INSIGHT 1

Consumer trends revolving around choice and high expectations, prevalent among 
Millennials and Generation Z, carry through in their wants and needs from healthcare 
providers and hospitals as they experience pregnancy, labor and delivery.

APPROACH

We conducted an online survey of 1,010 women across the U.S. Our sample included currently 
pregnant women and those who’d given birth within the last two years.

OBJECTIVE

To understand what influences new and prospective moms’ healthcare wants and needs as 
they prepare for birth, during birth, and once their babies arrive.
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STUDY OVERVIEW

THE WOMEN WE SURVEYED

Gen Z 
(18- to 21-year-olds)

Gen X 
(39+-year-olds)

Young Millennials
(22- to 29-year-olds)

Old Millennials
(30- to 38-year-olds)
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STUDY OVERVIEW

THE QUESTIONS WE ASKED THEM

What influenced provider selection and satisfaction?

What do you expect from your hospital (table stakes)?

What elements were crucial in hospital selection?

What things would you pay extra for (worthy value-adds)?
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STUDY OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)

SO, WHY DOES THIS MATTER?

You might not be thinking about this younger mom just yet, but she soon will be the bulk of your patient base.

Failing to address her expectations means you’re likely to miss out on her as a patient.

Worse yet, you may treat her as a patient but receive a low customer satisfaction score, impacting 
reimbursements, ratings and other critical operational metrics.

If you’re currently targeting other generations (e.g., Gen X because of your great NICU or expertise in 
advanced-maternal-age pregnancies), the percentage of Millennial moms will increase whether you 
focus on them or not.

Money talks. Expectations matter. 

The items that are viewed as essential in selecting a hospital, and the opportunities for bolstering your 
revenue streams through the things moms would pay extra for, carry a lot of weight.
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CHOOSING 
AN OB-GYN
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THE STARTING POINT: WOMEN AND THEIR OB-GYN SELECTION

T
O

TA
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S I already had an OB-GYN, and I 
stayed with that provider 

for my pregnancy.

I had to find an OB-GYN.

I already had an OB-GYN, but I 
switched during my pregnancy.

51%
37%

12%

Q1/Q43. Thinking back to your pregnancy (for multiple children please think about your first pregnancy) did you already have an OB-GYN, or did you need to find one?
Total n=1010; Not currently pregnant n=843, Currently pregnant n=167
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Q1/Q43. Thinking back to your pregnancy (for multiple children please think about your first pregnancy) did you already have an OB-GYN, or did you need to find one?
Total n=1010; Not currently pregnant n=843, Currently pregnant n=167

GENERATION BREAKOUT
“I HAD TO FIND AN OB-GYN”

Generation Z
n=131

44%

Generation X
n=49

35%

Old Millennials
n=407

31%

Young Millennials
n=423

40%

Older Millennials and Generation X women are much more likely to already have an OB-GYN when they become pregnant.

However, over 40% of younger women (Generation Z and Young Millennials), perhaps unsurprisingly, needed to find a 
doctor when they learned they were expecting.
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WHAT FACTORS ARE IMPORTANT TO SELECTION OF OB-GYN?

64%

Accepted my insurance

Years in practice

Which hospital delivered at

Proximity to where I live or work 

A personal referral

Single practitioner 

C-section rates  

A group practice 

38%

89%

41%
49%

61% 60%

50%

Q7/Q49. How important were each of the following when selecting an OB-GYN?
Total n=1010; Not currently pregnant n=843, Currently pregnant n=167

VERY IMPORTANT + ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL

NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT + SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
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Q27/Q69. Were any of the following services offered by your hospital or your OB-GYN?
Total n=1010; Not currently pregnant n=843, Currently pregnant n=167

WHAT OTHER SERVICES WERE OFFERED BY OB-GYN?

Midwife

Nutritionist/dietitian

Prenatal Massage

Doula

Chiropractor

10%

10%

12%

22%
26%
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EXPECTATIONS 
OF HER 
HOSPITAL
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MOMS EXPECT A LOT FROM THEIR HOSPITALS

Lactation consultant or breastfeeding coach
Private room

Side-by-side crib
Wireless internet

Bed for support person
Snacks available in the maternity area for 

support people and guests
Nutritionist or dietitian

Full-size bed
Bathtub

Baby gift (knit hat, sweater, sleep sack, stuffed 
animal, diaper bag, blanket, etc.)

A view from the window
Newborn photographer

On-demand TV/movies (Netflix/other service)
Outside food delivery

Gourmet food
Luxury linens

Massage or spa services

WE ASKED MOMS WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING THEY EXPECT:

Q30/Q72. For each of the following accommodations, please indicate whether you think it is nice to have, an expectation, or if you would have been willing to pay extra for it.
Total new moms and currently pregnant n=1010; Generation Z n=131, Young Millennials n=423, Old Millennials n=407, Generation X n=49
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OLDER MILLENNIALS VIEWED MANY THINGS AS  
TABLE STAKES (EXPECTED) FROM THEIR HOSPITALS

50% OR MORE OF OLD MILLENNIALS EXPECT:

Lactation consultant or breastfeeding coach

Private room

Wireless internet

Bed for support person

83%

76%

74%

63%

Q30/Q72. For each of the following accommodations, please indicate whether you think it is nice to have, an expectation, or if you would have been willing to pay extra for it.
Total new moms and currently pregnant n=1010; Generation Z n=131, Young Millennials n=423, Old Millennials n=407, Generation X n=49
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YOUNGER MILLENNIALS VIEWED THE SAME THINGS AS TABLE 
STAKES AND HAD EXPANDED EXPECTATIONS OF HOSPITALS

50% OR MORE OF YOUNG MILLENNIALS EXPECT THE FOLLOWING FROM THEIR HOSPITAL:

AND

Lactation consultant or breastfeeding coach

Private room

Wireless internet

Bed for support person

76%

69%

66%

50%

1 in 3  moms expects baby gifts from the hospital (knit hat, sweater,   
          sleep sack, stuffed animal, diaper bag, blanket, etc.)

1 in 3  moms expects a view from the window

1 in 3  moms expects a side-by-side crib

1 in 5  moms expects gourmet food to be available from the hospital

Q30/Q72. For each of the following accommodations, please indicate whether you think it is nice to have, an expectation, or if you would have been willing to pay extra for it.
Total new moms and currently pregnant n=1010; Generation Z n=131, Young Millennials n=423, Old Millennials n=407, Generation X n=49
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GEN Z’S VIEW OF (EXPECTED) TABLE STAKES 
IS A DEPARTURE FROM THAT OF OLDER MOMS

50% OR MORE OF GEN Z MOMS EXPECT THE FOLLOWING FROM THEIR HOSPITALS:

AND

Lactation consultant or breastfeeding coach

Private room

67%

55%

1 in 2  moms expects wireless internet, bed for support person, snacks available   
  in maternity area for support people and guests, nutritionist or dietitian

1 in 3  moms expects side-by-side crib, full-size bed, bathtub, baby gifts from the  
                   hospital (knit hat, sweater, sleep sack, stuffed animal, diaper bag, blanket,           
           etc.), view from the window, newborn photographer

1 in 4  moms expects outside food delivery

1 in 5  moms expects gourmet food and massage or spa services

Q30/Q72. For each of the following accommodations, please indicate whether you think it is nice to have, an expectation, or if you would have been willing to pay extra for it.
Total new moms and currently pregnant n=1010; Generation Z n=131, Young Millennials n=423, Old Millennials n=407, Generation X n=49
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YOUNGER MOMS SURE EXPECT A LOT OF STUFF…BUT WHY?

*Lightspeed GMI/Mintel, Marketing to Millennials - US, May 2016

Social media can drive higher expectations from younger moms.
Photos and updates are constantly curated via social channels.
Pregnancy milestones and birth are put on a pedestal via consumer publications, celebrities and social media.

Younger Millennials and Gen Z have endless options as consumers.
Services like Amazon Prime offer anything they want, delivered in record time, setting the expectation bar high.

Customization is a given for Millennials.
They expect to find products and services that meet their precise needs, because they’ve become accustomed to 
an endless supply of choices.

37% of Gen Z and 29% of Millennials believe “personalized” describes a product of high quality.*

Customer service expectations are also high.

If we look at Nursing as “customer service” during delivery, Gen Z and Younger Millennials are more likely than Older Millennials and 
Gen X to report that “the nursing staff did their job, but I didn’t feel like I received any special or personalized care,” demonstrating 
expectations of a personalized experience.

What does this mean for you?
Be mindful of the shifting expectations and perceptions of the younger generations and how they might impact your business 
decisions, customer satisfaction scores, and marketing/communication efforts.
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WHAT’S MOST 
IMPORTANT IN 
SELECTING HER 
HOSPITAL?
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE MOVE FROM EXPECTATIONS OF A HOSPITAL 
TO THINGS THAT ACTUALLY INFLUENCE HOSPITAL SELECTION?

WE ASKED MOMS ABOUT:

Other influences went beyond table stakes into variables that persuaded moms to select one hospital over another.

Rate of hospital-acquired infections (HAIs)

Hospital score card

Availability of a birthing center

C-section rate

Extended visiting hours

Room size

Number of visitors allowed

Full-size bed

Met dietary requirements/requests 

Bathtub

Baby-friendly (skin-to-skin, rooming 
in with baby, promote breastfeeding, etc.)

Private room

The hospital’s reputation

In-room bathroom

Security measures (visitor badges, infant alarm)

The NICU’s reputation

Proximity to where she lives or works

Side-by-side crib for baby

Accommodations for partner 

Lactation consultant

Q13/Q55. How important were each of the following when selecting a hospital to deliver at?
Total had choice of hospital n=532; Old Millennials n=211, Young Millennials n=237, Generation Z n=84
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REGARDLESS OF AGE, MOMS HAVE SOME THINGS IN COMMON

TOP 5 THINGS WOMEN INDICATED WERE “ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL” OR “VERY IMPORTANT” 

WHEN SELECTING A HOSPITAL TO DELIVER AT.

Baby-friendly (skin-to-skin, rooming in with baby, promote breastfeeding, etc.)

Private room

Hospital reputation 

In-room bathroom 

Security measures (visitor badges, infant alarm) 

81%

78%

78%

74%

72%

If you’re not already doing these or on the way to implementing them, they must become high priority.

Q13/Q55. How important were each of the following when selecting a hospital to deliver at?
Total had choice of hospital n=532; Old Millennials n=211, Young Millennials n=237, Generation Z n=84
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40% OR MORE OF OLDER MILLENNIALS VIEWED THE FOLLOWING 
AS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL IN HOSPITAL SELECTION

Baby-friendly (skin-to-skin, rooming in with baby, promote breastfeeding, etc.) 

Private room

In-room bathroom 

Security measures (visitor badges, infant alarm) 

50%

44% 

47%

42% 

Q13/Q55. How important were each of the following when selecting a hospital to deliver at?
Total had choice of hospital n=532; Old Millennials n=211, Young Millennials n=237, Generation Z n=84
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40% OR MORE OF YOUNGER MILLENNIALS VIEWED THE 
FOLLOWING AS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL IN HOSPITAL SELECTION

AND
1 in 3  moms think proximity to work/house, side-by-side crib,    
                  accommodations for partner, and rate of hospital-acquired     
          infections are absolutely essential.

1 in 5  moms think hospital scorecard, C-section rate, extended   
                   visiting hours, room size, and number of visitors allowed are     
          absolutely essential.

58%

47%

46%

41%

42%

Baby-friendly (skin-to-skin, rooming in with baby, promote breastfeeding, etc.)

Private room

The hospital’s reputation 

In-room bathroom

Security measures (visitor badges, infant alarm)

Q13/Q55. How important were each of the following when selecting a hospital to deliver at?
Total had choice of hospital n=532; Old Millennials n=211, Young Millennials n=237, Generation Z n=84
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40% OR MORE OF GEN Z MOMS VIEWED THE FOLLOWING AS 
ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL IN HOSPITAL SELECTION

AND
1 in 3  moms think proximity to work/house, side-by-side crib, rate of hospital-  
          acquired infections, availability of a birthing center, and extended visiting   
          hours are absolutely essential.

1 in 4  moms think C-section rate, room size, and number of visitors allowed are     
          absolutely essential.

1 in 5  moms think met dietary requirements and bathtub are absolutely essential.

54%

45%

48%

43%

Baby-friendly (skin-to-skin, rooming in with baby, promote breastfeeding, etc.)

Private room 

In-room bathroom

Security measures (visitor badges, infant alarm) 

Q13/Q55. How important were each of the following when selecting a hospital to deliver at?
Total had choice of hospital n=532; Old Millennials n=211, Young Millennials n=237, Generation Z n=84
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HOSPITAL SELECTION ELEMENTS ARE ESSENTIAL

While there are some commonalities, the survey revealed a surprising number 
of differences.

As we shift to Young Millennials and Gen Z, we see an increasing number of factors that are 
considered absolutely essential in selecting a hospital.

These are no longer just things they expect to have, like shampoo at a hotel, these are all 
elements that moms viewed as absolutely essential when selecting a hospital to deliver at!

What’s this mean for you? 
If you don’t already have, or have a plan in place to address these critical factors that influence
hospital selection, now is the time to get started.

Not only do you need to have these elements in place to attract these young moms, but you need to 
make sure they know you have these amenities and services.
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SO WHAT IS 
MOM WILLING 
TO PAY EXTRA 
FOR AT THE 
HOSPITAL?
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SOME EXTRAS ARE WORTH A LITTLE DOUGH

With all these expectations and inputs to hospital section, moms did indicate there were services/products they’d be 
pleased to see offered and even willing to pay extra for if they were available at their hospital:

Massage or spa services

Newborn photographer

Outside food delivery

Gourmet food

On-demand TV or movies (Netflix or other service)

Luxury linens

Bed for support person

Full-size bed

Private room

Baby gift (knit hat, sweater, sleep sack, stuffed 
animal, diaper bag, blanket, etc.

Snacks available in the maternity guest area  

Bathtub

Nutritionist or dietitian 

Side-by-side crib

Lactation consultant or breastfeeding coach 

A view from the window

Wireless internet

Q30/Q72. For each of the following accommodations, please indicate whether you think it is nice to have, an expectation, or if you would have been willing to pay extra for it.
Total new moms and currently pregnant n=1010; Generation Z n=131, Young Millennials n=423, Old Millennials n=407, Generation X n=49
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WHAT MAKES SPENDING EXTRA MONEY WORTH IT
Each generation values some of the potential extras a little differently, though massage services/spa 
services were top of the list for all moms, regardless of age.

GEN Z MOMS ARE WILLING TO PAY FOR:

  massage services, newborn photographer  

  outside food delivery, gourmet food  

  on-demand TV, baby gift  

 
YOUNG MILLENNIAL MOMS ARE WILLING TO PAY FOR:

  massage services, newborn photographer  

  outside food delivery  

  gourmet food, bed for support person 

 
OLDER MILLENNIAL MOMS ARE WILLING TO PAY FOR:

 massage services 

 outside food delivery, gourmet food  

1 in 3
1 in 4
1 in 5

1 in 3
1 in 4
1 in 5

1 in 3
1 in 4

Q30/Q72. For each of the following accommodations, please indicate whether you think it is nice to have, an expectation, or if you would have been willing to pay extra for it.
Total new moms and currently pregnant n=1010; Generation Z n=131, Young Millennials n=423, Old Millennials n=407, Generation X n=49
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IMPLICATIONS
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YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO OFFER THE SERVICES
THESE WOMEN CARE ABOUT—AND WIN NEW PATIENTS 
WHEN THEY’RE PREPARING FOR THEIR NEW ADDITION

Younger women have higher expectations than previous generations; 
it’s almost like they view their hospital birthing experience as a trip to 
a hotel or spa. You should consider how this impacts your practice or 
hospital now, so you’re ready to meet and exceed their expectations. 
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OB-GYN IMPLICATIONS

THERE ARE SOME KEY QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD ASK YOURSELF AS YOU THINK ABOUT 
HOW READY YOU ARE TO ATTRACT AND CARE FOR THESE YOUNGER MOMS:

Do the doctors in your practice have privileges at hospitals that offer the services younger moms expect?

Does your practice offer the services younger moms expect?

Do you talk about the extra services your practice offers today?

Do you know what younger moms care about the most, and know how to provide those services? 
If you do, do you know how to communicate those services in a way that attracts her attention?
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HOSPITAL IMPLICATIONS

THERE ARE SOME KEY QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD ASK ABOUT YOUR HOSPITAL AS YOU 
THINK ABOUT HOW READY YOU ARE TO ATTRACT AND CARE FOR THESE YOUNGER MOMS:

Does your hospital offer the services younger moms expect?

Do you talk about the extra services your hospital offers?

Do you know what younger moms care about the most, and know how to provide those services? 
If you do, do you know how to communicate those services in a way that attracts her attention? 

Can these moms’ high expectations hurt your patient satisfaction scores if you’re not meeting them?

Do you have the opportunity to provide new fee-for-service offerings that might establish a new revenue 
stream or offset other costs?
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OTHER FACTORS WE EXPLORED:

Geographic region

Urban, suburban, rural

Education

Race

Health insurance status

Income

Employment

Relationship status

CONTACT MAGGIE KUFFNER FOR MORE INFORMATION.
716.880.1489

mkuffner@mower.com

This report is just the tip of the data iceberg. If you’re interested in learning more about what 
Gen X, Young Millennials, Old Millennials, and Gen Z had to say about their selection of 
OB-GYN, their hospital, and overall expectations, we’re here with the insight you need. 

And, if any of this information got you thinking about how you might better communicate 
with these audiences, we would love to talk with you, so schedule some time today.
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APPENDIX
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RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

18–21/Gen Z

22–38/Millennials

39+/Gen X

Mean

13%

85%

2%

28.7

Range (18-39+)AGE


